
Fastned reveals new generation of fast
charging stations
Electric vehicles can fast charge at up to 350 kW, up to 100
times faster than at home

Amsterdam, March 1st 2018. Today Dutch charging company Fastned unveils its new

generation of fast charging stations. At the new stations electric vehicles can

charge at up to 350 kW, that is up to 100 times faster than at home. Thanks to

their modular design, the new stations can also be easily extended. The first 350

kW station at service area ‘De Watering’ is located on the A8 highway near

Amsterdam.

The new charging station is the result of a partnership with technology group ABB, who

developed the fast chargers. With the opening of this station, ABB and Fastned have a global

first. The new fast chargers at the station have a capacity of up to 350 kW and are the world's

first ever fast chargers to be CE certified by an independent party, and approved for consumer

use.



ABOUT FASTNED

Fastned is building a European network of fast-charging stations where all electric cars can charge within 20
minutes. The stations are located at high traffic locations along the highways and in cities. This will give electric
cars the freedom to drive across Europe. As of today, Fastned has 63 stations operational in The Netherlands

The higher charging speed means EVs can charge up to 500 km in 15 minutes. The upcoming

second generation of electric cars has larger battery packs which can charge faster, as will be

demonstrated at the Geneva International Motor S (8rd to 18th March 2018), where

manufacturers such as Jaguar, Audi and Hyundai will present several second generation cars.

These cars will hit the road this year, and Fastned will be ready for them.

In addition to the charging technology, the station design is also completely new. An iconic and

recognisable design with a roof of glass-glass solar panels and sustainable wood. The new

station also has a higher clearance, so it is even more visible to electric drivers and can

accomodate larger electric vehicles.

Fastned’s Co-Founder Bart Lubbers said: "I am very proud of our new station.
María García, our architect, has put a lot of energy into an iconic design that is
better in every detail and that’s visible. It’s very important to increase the
charging speed, because it makes driving EVs attractive to more people.
Because the question that almost every consumer asks is "How long does it
take to charge?".

>>>>>
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and is working on expanding its fast charging network to the rest of Europe. Fastned is preparing the construction
of fast charging stations in Germany, The United Kingdom and Belgium. Fastned is listed on the Nxchange stock
exchange.

Fastned is rolling out its network of fast charging stations in response to the rapidly increasing numbers of EVs in
Europe. Car manufacturers such as Tesla, Audi, Volvo, Aston Martin, BMW, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Porsche,
Volkswagen, Mercedes, Ford, General Motors, Renault and other car manufacturers are investing billions of
Euros in the development of, and production capacity for EVs. More and more EVs are hitting the roads, which
drives the need for charging infrastructure. Fastned is responding to this development by building the service
stations of the future. Co-founder and CEO Michiel Langezaal: “We are the Shell of the future, only our energy
comes from the sun and the wind.”

For more information go to www.fastnedcharging.com.
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